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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: 2017 Fall Meet 
Twelfth Day: Wednesday, November 15, 2017 
Post Time: 1:00 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 112-26-19-17—23%W, 55%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#1)ENDER: Gets some pace to set up late kick; moves up in the slop, drops   
(#6)MORALLY INFLEXIBLE: Never missed tri on “fast” track; rain x-factor 
(#5)PROMOTE: Closer was only a length and change off top choice 4 back 
(#3)FORTY ACRES: Sitting on sharp blowout & drops; wants more ground? 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-6-5-3 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#5)AUNTIE’S THE ONE: Solid main track form; second start off the shelf   
(#6)LILT: Big try in mud from 10-hole in 2-turn debut; improvement likely 
(#4)RUNNINWITHTHEWIND: Showed early lick w/ clean break; turns back 
(#2)DEAUVILLE MIST: Barn made most of limited starts at tilt; turf-to-dirt  
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-4-2 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#4)BRILLIANT KITTEN: Catches soft crew on return to main track; drops   
(#6)NORTH OF EDEN: Likes the local environs; third start of form cycle  
(#5)BIRD STREET: Took to speed-favoring strip, aired; lateral class move 
(#2)INDY’S FINESSE: Cuts back to one-turn, 10-lb. weight break; slop a + 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-6-5-2 
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RACE FOUR 
(#5)PASTICHE: Double-dip drop, 2-turns suits; early speed with Santana?  
(#4)NEED THE WALL: Takes a significant drop; bred to handle stretch out 
(#9)CIPHERIN’ SUE: Ran like she wants more ground on debut; blinks “on” 
(#6)CIRCUS RINGS: Exits restricted stakes company; first start for a tag 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-4-9-6 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#4)TRIPLE CREEK: Like the 2-pronged class drop; double-tough in slop   
(#1)TIZNOW R J: In the money in 60% of starts at CD; third start off shelf 
(#3)FORTY GRINDER: Like the blinkers “off” play; capable off the sidelines 
(#7)SOLITARY RANGER: Cooked early for $7,500 in last; early pace factor 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-1-3-7 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#4)GALILEA: Perfect on the Matt Winn Course; handles slop if off turf   
(#8)QUEENOFTHEPALACE(NZ): Like blinkers “off”; first off claim for Cox 
(#7)TIZ KISMET: Handles turf and slop; fired off long layoff in last start 
(#2)BAETYKATY: “Off” track specialist deserves a long look if off grass 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-8-7-2 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#2)JEANNE’S SPEIGHT: May have needed last start; tighter this time   
(#6)SERIOUS I CANDY: Useful dirt form and drops; start away from best? 
(#5)HERALD SQUARE: Improved in first start for tag; tighter for Stall barn 
(#4)BABY SPENCER: Consistent, gap-free public tab; well meant for $30K? 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-6-5-4 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#1)BELLISSIMA INDY: Sneaky good effort out of the box; saves ground   
(#12)ROSE CANDY: Has never been in cheap; has tactical speed and Court 
(#5)MOLLYBALL: Hartman hitting at 36% clip at meet; debuts for $30K 
(#8)TRUCKSTOP DIAMOND: Speed, fade in 1st start; moves forward today 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-12-5-8 
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RACE NINE 
(#3)STONETACULAR: Toss last off layoff; will relish turf, slop no problem   
(#7)SAVANNAH BELLE: Barn has 45% strike rate at tilt; handles turf, slop 
(#10)SENSITIVE: Very consistent on the grass; handles cut in the ground 
(#4)LORI’S STORE: Moves up over a “good” course if this heat stays on turf 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-7-10-4 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#7)AT GUARD: Loves six-furlong trip; drops in second off sidelines for Cox   
(#9)ROBERTO GATO: Fits for a dime and fires fresh; placed in 5-of-6 locally 
(#3)PURIMETER: Like the cutback to six-panel trip; gets in light, tighter 
(#1)AMBIDEXTROUS ALEX: Solid form in 2017; moves way up if it rains 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-9-3-1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  


